
THE POWER OF
PROFESSIONALS

UPDATE ON AIPC COVID-19 EFFORTS  

       

 

As we come to terms with the
nation wide lock down and
increasing number of cases,
professioanls across the country
have re-doubled their efforts to
help those in need. 
 

Earlier this week our Chairman Dr.
Shashi Tharoor constituted a
COVID-19 Task Force to be headed
by Dr. J Geeta Reddy. This task
force has moblized resources and
support for the public across the
country. 
 

State and Unit chapters of the
AIPC have made considerable
efforts to provide support and
much needed relief to people in
need.   

Professionals United
by Purpose 
AIPC Releif Efforts Across the

Country 

AIPC Maharashtra did the first Panic control

attempt by bringing videos live from Psychiatrists ,

Cardiologists, Gynaecologists, Pediatric Dentists 

 across Social Media. They formed a Collective

Mission Zero Covid 2020 in partnership with INC

SM Dept , Samparc and Indasda Foundation NGOs

along with Common Wealth Youth Hub and World

Malayalee Federation to do short, mid and long

term interventions to eradicate COVID-19.  As a

part of that they have set up a mental health

service with leading Psychiatrists in Mumbai and

the initiative got wide acceptance and reach. They

have begun planning for massive outreach and

resource distribution to communities across the

state. 
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In Rajasthan, our West Zone Coordinator has

mobilized considerable resources including meals

along with water, this has been sent on a regular

basis to front line hospitals in the City of Jaipur

where medical staff and family members are

dealing with a rising volume of COVID cases. The

State team has also worked with state holders in

industry to provide urgent inputs to the Hon'ble

CM of the state on critical challenges faced by

professionals in particular those in the devastated

tourism sector. Currently a draft law for the

protection of medical and critical sector

professionals is being drafted, our Chairman wrote

a letter to the Hon'ble Prime Minister in this

regard. 

 

In Kerala the AIPC has made unique  foot

operated hand washing stations at Fort Kochi and

Kanjirapilli. This is being used by people widely

especially by those engaged in essential activities,

the unit has also written to the National Chairman

on the need for Stimulus package, a letter has also

been sent to the Palakkad District authorities on

ensuring comfort and safety of medical

professionals. The unit has distributed food to

hospital staff and patients at Pathanamthitta &

Thiruvananthapuram. Free mask distribution by

Pathanamthitta chapter, has also been carried out.

Finally 12 volunteers from Kerala have signed up

for medical helpline by national our COVID 19 Task

Force. 

 

In Haryana AIPC has made a Handbook with

relevant and verified information titled, ‘Essential
Info. In Times Of Coronavirus Pandemic’, with a 

 special focus on Haryana. It was compiled and

circulated by the State Communications Officer.

AIPC Faridabad has already distributed 800 food

packages to the poor in the last 48 hours, they

have also made several awareness videos with Dr.

Saurabh who is also the Chapter’s President. AIPC

Faridabad also successfully raised the issue of

school fees with the CM of Haryana. 

 

In Gujarat AIPC  the State president has donated

financially towards food distribution  to migrant

workers in industrial area of Ahmadabad, in

addition to providing support to   hospital staff

who are working 24/7 at a hospital,   in

Ahmadabad.
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In Assam as soon as the lockdown was

announced, AIPC, created a digital awareness

campaign to counsel the public on various facts of

the lockdown such as what is a lockdown, can one

move around freely during a lockdown etc..

Another online video campaign by AIPC was when

Dr. Pranjal Deka, Sr. Consultant, Pancreas Liver

Gastro Clinic, Dispur in Guwahati and who is also

an Executive Member of AIPC, Assam spoke on

the awareness and precautions to avoid corona

virus. It was a very informative interactive session

with the President of AIPC, Assam, which was

highly appreciated by people across different

platforms. AIPC has urged the Education

Department to issue an advisory to private schools

to extend the time for payment of admission and

renewal fees.

 

In Bihar AIPC has started a campaign to help the

poor people in the region of by distributing daily

essentials like- Medicines, Masks, Sanitizers, Food

Commodities (Pulses, Staples and vegetables). 

Awareness about hygiene and social distancing

has been effectively and efficiently communicated

via FaceBook Live events. They have planned a one

week program in different chapters of Bihar which

will also include the above mentioned activities.

 

In Jharkhand AIPC has begun preparations to

send 5 member teams in all districts, to provide

food and medical support. These teams of AIPC

fellows will seek to provide urgently needed

assistance and guidance to the most vulnerable 

 sections of soceity. 
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In Tamil Nadu AIPC is working to feed daily

wage labourers and in particular those who are

from other states and do not have access to the

subsidies provided by the state. Workers from

Jharkhand and  Utter Pradesh in specific. The

unit is also working with students to launch a

program in Chennai to provide food to daily

wage labourers in the city. Also wherever

possible, they are assisting local hospitals by

donating PPE equipment. There are several cases

of individual fellows reaching out through their

personal innitaitves to help local communities. 

 

In Karnataka AIPC has identified a low income

area in the city of Bangalore and partnered with

an NGO - Swabhiman that has been working

there. Food packets will be provided to needy

families as frequently as possible with voluntary

financial support. Initial contributions have come

from AIPC fellows. In just one day, 25th March,

over 500 requests were received. Services

provided are: pick up groceries, medicines, pet

food and bill payments. This has been done by a

pay service run by one of our active fellows,

Dipali Sikand. Since Bangalore is a technology

hub we have identified promising project to

action. We are giving this high priority and a

small AIPC task force is working on this along

with the innovator.  We hope to provide an

update very soon.

 

In Telengana AIPC has mobilized over 20 doctor

volunteers for our COVID - 19 helpline. Dr. Saluja an

AIPC fellow has volunteered to give his 30 bed

hospital for use by the state authorities for any

COVID - 19 related use, we stand ready to scale up

our efforts should the need arise. Our ex AIPC TG 

 Secretary has tied up with local cloth vendors in

Karimnagar - making reusable masks, he is also

speaking to 30 big farmers in the area and trying to

collect 1 Quintal rice from them for distribution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AIPC is YOUR Platform
to make a difference
WWW.PROFCONGRESS.COM
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